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A B S T R A C T   

Our vision is sharpest at the centre of our gaze and becomes progressively blurry into the periphery. It is widely 
believed that this high foveal resolution evolved at the expense of peripheral acuity. But what if this sampling 
scheme is actually optimal for object recognition? To test this hypothesis, we trained deep neural networks on 
“foveated” images mimicking how our eyes sample the visual field: objects (wherever they were in the image) 
were sampled at high resolution, and their surroundings were sampled with decreasing resolution away from the 
objects. Remarkably, networks trained with the known human peripheral blur profile yielded the best perfor-
mance compared to networks trained on shallower and steeper blur profiles, and compared to baseline state-of- 
the-art networks trained on full resolution images. This improvement, although slight, is noteworthy since the 
state-of-the-art networks are already trained to saturation on these datasets. When we tested human subjects on 
object categorization, their accuracy deteriorated only for steeper blur profiles, which is expected since they 
already have peripheral blur in their eyes. Taken together, our results suggest that blurry peripheral vision may 
have evolved to optimize object recognition rather than merely due to wiring constraints.   

1. Introduction 

Our retina contains 100 times more photoreceptors at the center 
compared to the periphery (Curcio & Allen, 1990; Curcio et al., 1990). It 
is widely believed that this sampling scheme saves on the metabolic cost 
of processing orders of magnitude more information that would result 
from full resolution scenes without affecting overall performance 
(Weber & Triesch, 2009; Akbas & Eckstein, 2017). But what if this 
sampling scheme evolved to optimize object recognition? 

There are several lines of evidence suggesting that peripheral blur-
ring can in fact benefit object recognition. First, object detection by 
humans on natural scenes is slowed down by clutter as well as by partial 
target matches in the background (Katti, Peelen, & Arun, 2017). Thus, 
high spatial frequency information in the periphery interferes with 
recognition. Second, the surrounding scene context can facilitate 
recognition (Li et al., 2002; Bar, 2004; Davenport & Potter, 2004; Larson 
& Loschky, 2009; Katti et al., 2017) but this information is contained in 
low spatial frequencies (Morrison & Schyns, 2001; Torralba, 2003; Bar, 
2004; Torralba et al., 2006). Thus, sampling images densely near objects 
and sparsely in the surrounding context might be beneficial for 

recognition. 
To further illustrate how such a sampling scheme benefits recogni-

tion, consider the example scene in Fig. 1A. When this scene is given as 
input to a state-of-the-art pre-trained deep neural network (R-CNN; see 
Methods), it correctly identified the person but made a false alarm to a 
traffic cone in the background. We then “foveated” the image by 
resampling it at full resolution on the salient object (the person) and 
sampling it sparsely into the periphery according to the human blur 
function. The same deep network no longer showed the false alarm 
(Fig. 1B). Thus, peripheral blurring can be beneficial in avoiding 
spurious target matches far away from objects of interest. Note that just 
fixating on the foreground object or objects (with no peripheral infor-
mation at all) may not by itself yield enough information about object 
identity to achieve high classification accuracy (Leek et al., 2016). 

We note that these arguments all pertain to visual information pro-
cessing after a fixating on an object. Understanding foveal processing at 
the level of a single fixation is important since primates can recognize 
objects even with short stimulus durations at which multiple fixations 
are impossible (Thorpe et al., 1996; Hung et al., 2005). This core 
recognition behavior is also predicted by neural responses in high-level 
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visual areas during fixation (Hung et al., 2005; Ratan Murty & Arun, 
2015; Rajalingham et al., 2018). It is also supported by recent obser-
vations that high-level visual areas are organized by visual eccentricity 
(Arcaro & Livingstone, 2017; Gomez et al., 2019; Stewart et al., 2020). 

1.1. Overview of this study 

We set out to investigate whether peripheral blur leads to improve-
ments in object recognition performance. To this end, we trained feed-
forward convolutional deep neural networks trained on images that 
were “foveated”, that is, sampled densely near objects in the scene and 
coarsely into the periphery. We tested two predictions. First, we pre-
dicted that, if peripheral blur is beneficial for object recognition, then 
neural networks trained on images with peripheral blur should show 
better performance. Furthermore, if the peripheral blur of our eyes are 
optimal for recognition, then neural networks trained on the human 
peripheral blur function should show the best performance. Second, we 
predicted that, applying peripheral blur to images should affect object 
categorization in humans only if the blur profile is steeper than our own 
peripheral vision. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Generating foveated images 

Any visual stimulus can be analysed in terms of its spatial frequency 
content with fine details (like edges) attributed to high spatial fre-
quencies and coarse information (like object shape) attributed to low 
spatial frequencies. The range of visible spatial frequencies is usually 
measured as the sensitivity to contrast at each spatial frequency and is 
summarized by the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) which varies as a 
function of retinal eccentricity (Campbell & Robson, 1968). Based on 
previous research using grating stimuli for simple detection/discrimi-
nation tasks, the contrast threshold for detecting a grating patch of 
spatial frequency f at an eccentricity e is given by 

CT(f , e) = CT0exp(αf
e + e2

e2
) (1)  

where f is spatial frequency (cycles per degree), e is the retinal eccen-
tricity (degrees), CT0 is the minimum contrast threshold, α is the spatial 
frequency decay constant, and e2 is the half-resolution eccentricity. We 
took the values of these variables to be CT0 = 0.0133, α = 0.106, e2 = 2.3 
respectively. This formula matches contrast sensitivity data measured in 
humans under naturalistic viewing conditions (Geisler & Perry, 1998). 
Although the above formula gives the contrast threshold, what is more 
important is the critical eccentricity ec beyond which the spatial fre-
quency f will be invisible no matter the contrast. This critical eccen-
tricity for each such spatial frequency f, can be calculated by setting the 
left-hand side of the equation above to 1 and solving for e. 

ec =
e2

αf
ln
(

1
CT0

)

− e2 (2) 

The above equation for critical eccentricity (in degrees) was then 
converted to pixel units by considering the viewing distance. Specif-
ically, critical eccentricity in cm is calculated using the formula 

ec,cm = d*tan
πec

180
(3)  

where ec,cm is the critical eccentricity beyond which spatial frequency f 
(Eq. (2)) will be unresolvable at a viewing distance d (in cm) (see below 
for choice of d). This was then converted into pixel units using dot-pitch 
of the monitor (in cm). 

ec,px =
ec,cm

pitch
(4) 

The dot-pitch value of the monitor in our experiments was 0.233 cm. 
Then, the input image was low-pass filtered and down-sampled suc-
cessively by a factor of two, to create a multi-resolution scale pyramid 
having up-to seven levels. Further, f in the above equation for ec was set 
to be the Nyquist frequency at each level of the multi-resolution scale 
pyramid and the resulting values of ec were used to define the foveation 
regions at each level. That is, pixel values for the foveated image were 
chosen from different levels of the multi-resolution scale pyramid ac-
cording to the eccentricity of the pixel from the point of fixation. In our 
experiments, in addition to using the default values of all the parame-
ters, we obtained different foveation blur profiles by modulating α by a 
spatial decay factor γ.  

αnew = αγ for γ = {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4}                                                 (5) 

where γ is the spatial decay factor with γ = 1 being the human foveation 
blur profile (Eq. (1)). 

Fig. 1. Example object detection with and without peripheral blur. (A) 
Example object detections from a state-of-the-art deep neural network (R-CNN), 
showing a correctly identified person and a false alarm in which a traffic cone is 
mistaken for a person. (B) Example object detections on a foveated version of 
the image using the same network, showing the correctly identified person but 
without the false alarm. 
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2.2. Example object detection with and without peripheral blur 

To illustrate object detection with and without peripheral blur, we 
took a pre-trained deep neural network (Faster R-CNN) that yields state- 
of-the-art performance on object detection (Ren et al., 2015). This 
network had been pre-trained to identify instances of 20 different classes 
including people. To this neural network we gave as input both the full- 
resolution scene as well as the foveated image with human peripheral 
blur. The resulting object detections for the “person” class are depicted 
in Fig. 1. 

2.3. CNN training: VGG-16 architecture trained on ImageNet with 
foveation 

To test if foveation is computationally optimal for object recognition 
in natural scenes, we chose ~500,000 images from the ImageNet dataset 
with manual object level bounding box annotations. We created 5 
foveated versions of each image with the point of foveation fixed at the 
centre of the bounding box and trained deep neural networks for object 
recognition. Specifically, we used VGG-16 architecture and trained 18 
separate networks (three each for the full resolution and different 
foveated versions of the image). Note that, all foveated images were 
created after scaling the image to 224 × 224 pixels which is the default 
size of input to the VGG-16 network. To create images with different 
levels of foveal blur, we used the equations described in the previous 
section. The output of those equations depends crucially on the distance 
between the observer and the image. 

How do we find the viewing distance for the deep network? To es-
timate the optimal viewing distance, we trained separate networks on 
images foveated with a viewing distance of 30, 60, 90, 120 and 150 cm. 
We obtained consistent improvements in performance for all choices of 
viewing distance, but the best performance was obtained for a viewing 
distance of 120 cm. We used this value for all the reported analyses. 
However we confirmed that our results are qualitatively similar for 
other choices of viewing distance (Supplementary Material, Section S1). 

We used the standard VGG-16 architecture (Simonyan & Zisserman, 
2014) that has 13 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers. The 
layer specifications are as follows: two 224 × 224 × 64 convolution 
layers with a kernel size of 3 and a stride of 1 is followed by max-pooling 
layer with a window size of 2 × 2 and a stride of 2. This is followed by 
two 112 × 112 × 128 convolution layers with a 2 × 2 max-pool layer, 
which is then followed by three 56 × 56 × 256 convolutional layers and 
a max-pool layer. Then, the network has three 28 × 28 × 512 layers 
followed by a max-pool layer, three 14 × 14 × 512 convolutional layers 
followed by another max-pool layer, followed by a 7 × 7 × 512 con-
volutional layer that is flattened into 1 × 1 × 4096 and then mapped to a 
flattened 1 × 1 × 1000 layer corresponding to the 1000 training cate-
gories. The 1000-dimensional activation vector is then subjected to a 
SoftMax operation to get the belief of the network for the presence of 
each of the 1000 categories. 

We trained each model with 3 random initializations (seeds 1–3) for 
a total of 18 models (3 seeds × 6 foveation levels). For each network, we 
started with randomly initialized weights and trained the network for 
1000-way classification till accuracy on the held-out set (an unseen 
subset of the training set) plateaued out. We observed that this held-out 
set performance usually plateaued out after training the network for 70 
epochs, and hence we used this as a stopping criterion. We trained each 
network without batch normalization with a batch size of 32 using a 
cross-entropy loss metric and stochastic gradient descent optimizer. All 
networks were defined and trained using python scripts using the 
PyTorch framework on NVIDIA TITAN-X/1080i GPUs. All the trained 
models were tested for generalization capabilities on a test set con-
taining 50,000 images (ImageNet validation set). 

2.4. Evaluation of spatial frequency content 

To explore the relationship between spatial frequency content and 
object recognition, we selected 11 random categories from the ImageNet 
validation dataset - these were categories 1:100:1000 from ImageNet, 
which included common objects like fish, bird, animal, insect, clothing, 
building etc. We rescaled all images to have at least 500 pixels along 
both dimensions and chose 100 pixels × 100 pixels patches on 
concentric circles with radii 0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 pixels from the 
centre of the image. These patches were chosen along 8 equally spaced 
directions on the circle with the exception of the patch at the centre 
which was considered only once. We then extracted low and high spatial 
frequency from a bank of Gabor filters tuned for six spatial frequencies 
(0.06, 0.09, 0.17, 0.25, 0.33 and 0.5 cycles/pixel) and 8 orientations 
(uniformly sampled between 0 and 180 degrees). We then trained linear 
object identity decoders at both foveal as well as peripheral locations on 
the concatenated filter responses across all patches corresponding to 
high or low spatial frequencies. 

2.5. Experiment 1: Animal detection task 

All experiments were conducted in accordance to an experimental 
protocol approved by the Institutional Human Ethics Committee of the 
Indian Institute of Science. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal 
vision, gave written informed consent and were monetarily compen-
sated for their participation. 

2.5.1. Subjects 
A total of 58 subjects (18–52 years, 22 females) participated in this 

experiment 

2.5.2. Procedure 
Subjects were comfortably seated ~60 cm from a computer monitor 

with a keyboard to make responses. Image presentation and response 
collection was controlled by custom scripts written in MATLAB using 
Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997). Each trial began with a fixation cross at 
the centre of the screen shown for 500 ms followed by the image. All 
images measured 640 × 480 pixels, and subtended 13.5 degrees in visual 
angle along the longer dimension. Images were shown at the centre of 
the screen for 100 ms followed by a white-noise mask. The noise mask 
stayed for 5 s or till the subject responded, whichever was earlier. In 
practice, the mask stayed on for an average of 430 ms after the stimulus 
offset based on the participants’ responses. Subjects were instructed to 
maintain fixation on a fixation cross at the centre of the image and 
respond as quickly and as accurately as possible to indicate whether the 
image contained an animal or not (‘a’ for animals and ‘n’ otherwise). 

2.5.3. Stimuli 
We created three groups of foveated images with spatial decay fac-

tors of 0.25, 1 and 4. For each group, we chose 212 full resolution images 
of animals (for example: duck, dog, elephant, fowl, deer, rabbit, ostrich, 
buffalo) and an equal number of images of inanimate objects (for 
example: boat, bicycle, wheelbarrow, airplane, flowerpot, tower, hot air 
balloon, letterbox, car). All images were chosen from the ImageNet 
validation set. The retinal sizes of key objects in the animate and inan-
imate categories were comparable (average bounding box area 
normalized to the total image area: 0.17 for animate and 0.18 for 
inanimate; p = 0.1 for a ranksum test across images). In all, there were 
1696 images (424 images of animals and inanimate objects × 4 levels of 
foveation). Subjects saw 424 images (212 each of animals and inanimate 
objects) such that each image was shown in only one of the foveated 
conditions. This was achieved by dividing the set of 212 category images 
into 4 mutually exclusive subsets each with 53 images and picking one of 
these subsets for presentation. We repeated this procedure for all ver-
sions (one full resolution and three foveated) and chose non-overlapping 
subsets of images across versions for the experiment. Each subject saw 
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424 images, and a given image was shown to 14 subjects. 

2.6. Experiment 2: Person detection task 

All methods were identical to Experiment 1, except for those detailed 
below. 

2.6.1. Subjects 
A total of 31 subjects (18–36 years, 12 female) participated in the 

task. 

2.6.2. Stimuli 
We chose 120 images that contained people and 120 images that had 

other objects (for example: dog, bird, boat, dustbin, post-box, bench, 
window, chair). These images were chosen from the publicly available 
MS-COCO (Lin et al., 2014) and ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) 
datasets. Like in the animal task, we generated three foveated versions of 
each image wherein one version had a foveal blur that matched the 
human contrast sensitivity function and two additional ones that were 

shallower or steeper (spatial decay factors 1, 0.25 or 4). Every partici-
pant saw a given scene only once across all versions. Here too, the white- 
noise mask stayed on for an average of 474 ms after the stimulus offset. 

3. Results 

If peripheral blur is optimal for recognition, then it follows that 
object classifiers trained on foveated images (with high resolution near 
objects and gradual blur into the periphery) should progressively 
improve recognition until performance peaks for the human peripheral 
blur profile. We tested this hypothesis by training state-of-the-art deep 
neural network architectures on foveated images with varying periph-
eral blur profiles. 

To train these deep networks, we selected images from the widely 
used ImageNet dataset (~500,000 images annotated with object cate-
gory and location across 1,000 object categories). Importantly, these 
images are photographs taken by humans in a variety of natural viewing 
conditions, making them roughly representative of our own visual 
experience. To obtain foveated images, we started with the well-known 

Fig. 2. Example foveated images with varying peripheral blur profiles. (A) Human contrast sensitivity function (solid black line) and the corresponding 
exponential fit (solid red line). The spatial decay of the exponential was varied by scaling the human exponential fit to obtain shallower or deeper blur profiles (dashed 
red lines). (B) Example full resolution image. (C) Same as panel B but foveated on the object center (red cross) with a spatial decay of 1, which corresponds to the 
human peripheral blur function. At the appropriate viewing distance, fixating on the red cross will make this image look identical to the full resolution image in panel 
B. (D) Same as panel B but foveated with a more extreme peripheral blur (spatial decay factor = 4). 
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human contrast sensitivity function (CSF) measured at different eccen-
tricities from the fovea (Geisler & Perry, 1998). Although the human CSF 
was measured in degrees of visual angle, the maximum resolvable 
spatial frequency is limited by the display properties (dot pitch) and 
resolution of the digital image. The peripheral blur function thus ob-
tained assumes a specific distance between the observer and the scene, 
called the viewing distance, which is typically set by the experimenter. 
However, we do not have access to the viewing distance between the 
scene and the observer (i.e., the camera) in the ImageNet dataset. To 
overcome this issue, we tried different values of the viewing distance 
and found that value of 120 cm gave the best object recognition 

performance on ImageNet for the network architecture used. We ob-
tained qualitatively similar results upon varying the viewing distance 
(Section S1). 

To vary the peripheral blur profile, we fitted this function to an 
exponential and modified its spatial decay by a factor of 0.5, 1, 2 or 4 
(Fig. 2A). We then applied this blur profile to each image, centred on the 
labelled object (see Methods). Example images with varying degrees of 
peripheral blur are shown in Fig. 2. A spatial decay factor smaller than 1 
indicates shallower decay than human peripheral blur, i.e. the image is 
in high resolution even into the periphery (Fig. 2B). A value of 1 in-
dicates images blurred according to the human peripheral blur function 

Fig. 3. Human-like peripheral blur is optimal for object recognition. (A). Schematic of the VGG-16 neural network architecture used to train images. (B) Top-5 
accuracy of neural networks with varying peripheral blur. The accuracy of each network was calculated on test images after training it on foveated images with the 
corresponding blur profile. Each grey line corresponds to Top-5 test accuracies for individual instances of VGG-16 architecture trained from scratch with the random 
initialization, and the black line represents the average performance over the three instances. (C) Example images for which the correct category was identified only 
by the foveated network (with human-like peripheral blur) but not the full-resolution (unfoveated) network. Below each image, the correct object label is shown 
(top), followed by its rank and posterior probability returned by the unfoveated network (black, second row) and by the foveated network (red, third row). 
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(Fig. 2C). A value larger than 1 indicates steeper decay i.e. the image 
blurs out into the periphery much faster than in the human eye (Fig. 2D). 

3.1. Foveation leads to increased object recognition performance 

Next we trained a widely used deep convolutional neural network 
architecture (VGG-16; Fig. 3A) for 1000-way object classification on the 
ImageNet images with bounding box annotations. We took three random 
initializations of the VGG-16 architecture, and trained each of them on a 
total of six image sets. These six image sets corresponded to one full 
resolution image (no foveation) and five spatial decay factors of 0.25, 
0.5, 1, 2 and 4 (Fig. 3B). We then tested each network for its general-
ization abilities by evaluating its classification accuracy on novel images 
foveated with the corresponding spatial decay factor. The performance 
of these networks is summarized in Table 1. 

Across all networks, the networks trained on images foveated ac-
cording to the human peripheral blur function gave the best perfor-
mance (average Top-1 accuracy = 47.4%; Top-5 accuracy = 71.4%; 
Fig. 3B; Table 1). This performance was significantly better than the 
network trained on full-resolution images (Increase in top-1 accuracy: 
mean ± std: 0.5% ± 0.24% across 1000 categories; p < 0.05, signed- 
rank test; increase in top-5 accuracy, mean ± std: 0.53% ± 0.23%, p 
< 0.05, signed-rank test for the 1000 class-wise accuracies each for the 
best model trained on full-resolution and human-like foveated images). 
Note that the absolute accuracies of all our networks are smaller than 
those typically reported (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), even though 
these networks are trained to saturation. This is because we could only 
train our networks on the images with available bounding box annota-
tions, which constituted only half of the ImageNet dataset (~500,000). 

To investigate the underlying reasons behind the improved perfor-
mance of the network trained on foveated images, we reviewed images 
that were correctly classified after foveation but were misclassified 
without foveation (Fig. 3C). We observed two types of benefits. First, 
foveation helped to disambiguate between similar categories, such as in 
the “digital watch” and “freight car” images. Here, the full-resolution 
network incorrectly classified these images as “digital clock” and “pas-
senger car” but the foveated network correctly classified them. Likewise 
the “airliner” is classified as “war plane” and “spacecraft” with higher 
probability than “airliner” itself by the full-resolution network but is 
correctly classified after foveation. Second, foveation improved the 
quality of top-ranked guesses as in the case of “dalmatian” where the 
full-resolution network determined other categories as more likely 
(trilobite, hook, necklace). The foveated network also made reasonable 
guesses for the other likely categories (Great Dane, English Foxhound, 
etc). 

To quantify these patterns across all categories, we calculated the 
average rank of the correct class label in the networks trained without 
and with foveation. As expected, the average rank was significantly 
smaller for the network trained with foveation (rank of correct class 

label for best network, mean ± std: 19.72 ± 65.2 & 18.5 ± 61.5 for 
network trained without and with foveation respectively, p < 0.05, sign- 
rank test). 

Next, we wondered whether the improvement due to foveation came 
from improved performance on specific object classes with large size, or 
with more eccentric position in the image, or with more clutter. To this 
end, we calculated the correlation between the foveation improvement 
for each category with the average object size, average object horizontal 
and vertical position, average number of interest points in the image (as 
a proxy for clutter; calculated using SURF feature detection – detect-
SURFFeatures function in MATLAB). This revealed no systematic corre-
lations (r = − 0.05, 0.02, − 0.04 and 0.02 for object size, object 
horizontal and vertical position and interest points respectively; p > 0.1 
in all cases). 

Next we wondered whether these results would generalize to other 
image datasets or neural network architectures. To this end we trained a 
ResNet-18 architecture (He et al., 2016) on ImageNet and another 
custom neural network architecture for person categorization over im-
ages chosen from the MSCOCO database (Lin et al., 2014). In both cases, 
using human-like peripheral blur yielded optimal performance (Section 
S2 and S3 for ResNet-18 and MSCOCO results respectively). 

3.2. Evolution of the foveation advantage across neural network training 

In the above results, the overall improvement of the network with 
human-like foveation could arise from improved detection of objects, or 
a decrease in the rate of false alarms. It could also arise early or late 
during training which may further elucidate the nature of the underlying 
features. To investigate these possibilities, we saved the model weights 
every five epochs during training and calculated the overall percentages 
of hits and false alarms. We then calculated hits and false alarms over the 
course of learning for two networks: the best network (with human-like 
foveation) and the network trained on full resolution images (no fovea-
tion). We found that the improvement in accuracy for the foveated 
network largely came from both an increase in the hits (Fig. 4A) and a 
reduction in false alarms (Fig. 4B). This trend emerged very early during 
network training and remained consistent through the course of training 
for all three seeds. Thus, the network trained on foveated images ach-
ieves greater accuracy fairly early on during training and learns faster. 

3.3. Evaluation of relevant spatial information 

The above results demonstrate that human-like foveation is optimal 
for object recognition. This raises the intriguing possibility that fovea-
tion in the eye may have evolved to optimize object classification. Did 
this evolution require a complex neural network architecture, or could it 
arise from simpler feature detectors? To examine this possibility, we 
wondered whether the image features most useful for recognition vary 
progressively with distance from the object in a scene. Specifically, we 
predicted that the low spatial frequency information is more discrimi-
native for object recognition at peripheral locations whereas high spatial 
frequency information is more relevant at the fovea. If this is true, then 
even simple classifiers based on spatial frequency features could 
potentially drive the evolution of foveal vision. 

To verify this, we selected a subset of 11 categories from the 
ImageNet validation dataset. For each image, we extracted image 
patches at varying distances from the center and used a bank of Gabor 
filters to extract low and high spatial frequency filter responses from 
each image patch. We then trained linear classifiers on the responses of 
each spatial frequency filter to image patches at a particular distance 
from the centre. The results are summarized in Fig. 5A. 

Object decoding accuracy was significantly higher than the chance 
performance (1/11 = 9%) at all eccentricities and all spatial frequencies, 
indicating that there is object-relevant information at all locations and 
frequencies (Fig. 5). However, it can be seen that classification accuracy 
was best for high spatial frequency features at the center, and best for 

Table 1 
Classification performance of VGG-16 networks on foveated and full resolution 
images.   

Top-1 test accuracy Top-5 test accuracy 

4  44.8  68.9 
2  46.1  69.9 
1 (human)  47.5  71.4 
0.5  46.9  70.7 
0.25  46.9  70.7 
0 (No foveation)  47.1  70.9 

We report both Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies on test sets averaged across three 
networks, each trained from a specific random seed. The Top-1 accuracy refers 
to the accuracy with which the best guess of the network matched the object 
label. The Top-5 accuracy is the accuracy with which the correct label was 
present in the top 5 guesses of the network. The network trained on images with 
human-like peripheral blur (spatial decay factor = 1) is highlighted in red. 
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low spatial frequency into the periphery. Thus, even simple detectors 
based on spatial frequency features show an advantage for sampling 
densely at the center and sparsely in the periphery. 

3.4. Human categorization on foveated images 

Our finding that human-like foveation is optimal for recognition is 
based on training neural networks. We therefore wondered how image 
categorization by humans would change across varying peripheral blur 
profiles. Since human eyes are already equipped with the typical pe-
ripheral blur profile, we predicted that foveating images with spatial 
decay factor of less than 1 should have no effect on recognition per-
formance. Further, viewing images with steeper blur profiles should lead 
to reduced performance, due to the lack of useful low-frequency features 

in the periphery. 
We evaluated these predictions using several behavioural experi-

ments on humans. In Experiment 1, subjects had to indicate whether 
briefly presented scene contained an animal or not (see Methods). An 
example image is shown in Fig. 6A. We used four types of images: full 
resolution and three levels of foveation with spatial decay factors of 
0.25, 1 and 4. Critically, to avoid memory effects, subjects saw a given 
scene only once across all levels of foveation. 

Subjects were highly accurate on this task (accuracy, mean ± std: 
94% ± 1.1% across the four types of images). Importantly, accuracy was 
significantly lower for steeply foveated images (spatial decay factor = 4) 
compared to other variants (average accuracy: 93% for steeply foveated 
images and 94.9%, 94.6% and 94.5% for full resolution, and images 
with spatial decay factors of 0.25 and 1 respectively; p < 0.005 for 
ranksum test on average accuracies for foveated images with spatial 
decay factor of 1 vs 4; Fig. 6B). Further, subjects’ accuracy was com-
parable for full resolution images and human foveated images with 
spatial decay factor of 1 (p = 0.29 using ranksum test on average ac-
curacies across images). 

We found similar but stronger effects of foveation on reaction times. 
Reaction times were slowed down only for the highest spatial decay 
factor (reaction times, mean ± std: 529 ± 102 ms, 523 ± 93 ms, 527 ±
95 ms and 545 ± 98 ms for full resolution images, and foveated images 
with spatial decay factors of 0.5, 1 and 4 respectively; p < 0.0005 for 
ranksum test on reaction times for human foveated and steep foveated 
images, p > 0.05 for all other pairwise comparisons; Fig. 6C). 

Next, we asked whether these results would generalize to other 
categories. To this end, in Experiment 2, subjects had to detect the 
presence of people in an image (example scene in Fig. 6D). Subjects were 
highly accurate in detecting the target object (accuracy, mean ± std 
across subjects: 75.3% ±1.5% across the four types of images). As with 
the animal categorization task, accuracy was lowest for steeply foveated 
images (average accuracy: 76% for full resolution; 76.8% for shallow 
foveation; 75.4% for human foveation; 73.3% for steep foveation; 
Fig. 6E). Moreover, the decrease in categorization accuracy for steeper 
levels of foveation was not systematically related to the size of the ob-
jects in both experiments (correlation between performance difference 
and object size: r = − 0.07, p = 0.47 for animals, r = − 0.08, p = 0.39 for 
people). 

We found similar but stronger effects in reaction times. Reaction 
times were the slowest for steeply foveated images (reaction times, mean 
± std: 566 ± 182 ms, 547 ± 199 ms, 558 ± 374 ms and 577 ± 215 ms 

Fig. 4. Object recognition performance over the course of training. (A) Plot of percentage hits as a function of learning for networks trained on foveated images 
(red) and full resolution images (blue). (B) Same as in (A) but for false alarms. In both plots the x-axis indicates the number of iterations (or batches of data) in 
multiples of 1000. Error bars indicate s.e.m. across 1000 categories. 

Fig. 5. Relative importance of spatial frequency features as a function of 
image eccentricity. Accuracy of a 11-way object decoder is plotted as a 
function of eccentricity i.e. feature location in pixels relative to the image 
center, for high spatial frequencies (red) and low spatial frequencies (blue). 
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for full resolution images, and foveated images with spatial decay fac-
tors of 0.5, 1 and 4 respectively; p = 0.009 for ranksum test on reaction 
times for human foveated and steep foveated images; p = 0.02 for 
ranksum test on reaction times for full-resolution and human foveation; 
p > 0.05 for all other pairwise comparisons; Fig. 6F). 

To verify whether this effect is specific to animate objects, we per-
formed an additional experiment in which subjects performed car 
detection. Here too, we observed similar results (Section S4). 

To summarize, categorization performance in humans remained 
similar for both full resolution and foveated images, and worsened only 
for steeper levels of foveation. This is expected because humans already 
have peripheral blur in their eyes, as a result of which only steep 
foveation has any impact on performance. 

4. Discussion 

Our vision is sharpest at the center of gaze and blurs out into the 
periphery. The coarse sampling of the periphery is widely thought to 
save on wiring and metabolic cost without impacting performance. 
Here, we challenge this belief by showing that the human peripheral 
blur profile is actually optimal for object recognition on natural images. 
This in turn implies that the evolution of a fovea might have been driven 
by the demands of visual recognition rather than to simply satisfy wiring 
constraints. 

Our specific findings in support of this conclusion are: (1) Deep 
networks trained on natural images show optimal performance for 

human-like foveation; (2) The relevant features for object recognition 
require high spatial frequencies near the image center and low spatial 
frequencies in the periphery; and (3) Humans performing categorization 
on natural scenes show a decline in categorization only when scenes are 
blurred beyond the normal level of peripheral blur. Below we discuss 
these findings in the context of the relevant literature. 

Our main finding is that deep networks trained on foveated images 
achieve optimal performance for human-like peripheral blur (Fig. 3). 
This raises several important concerns that merit careful consideration. 
First, we have observed only modest improvements in performance 
(Table 1) due to foveation, and it could be argued that this marginal 
improvement may not provide sufficient evolutionary drive. While it is 
unclear how much improvement “is enough”, we note that these im-
provements might be modest only because state-of-the-art networks are 
already saturated in their performance on standard image datasets, and 
that similar improvements have been reported in the literature (Fel-
zenszwalb et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2016). Second, could this improve-
ment come from the foreground object becoming more salient with 
peripheral blurring? We consider it unlikely because this would predict a 
monotonic increase in accuracy with steeper blur profiles, which is 
opposite to what we observed. Third, if full-resolution images contain 
more information than foveated images, then why do deep networks 
achieve lower accuracy on full-resolution images? This could be because 
full-resolution images contain target-like features in the periphery that 
result in false alarms or slow detection (Katti et al., 2017). It could also 
be that deep networks trained on full-resolution images fail to pick up 
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Fig. 6. Human categorization declines only for steep foveation. (A) Example full resolution image from the animal categorization task. (B) Accuracy for different 
levels of foveation. Error bars indicate s.e.m. calculated across all images used in the task. Asterisks indicate statistical significance using a Wilcoxon signed rank-sum 
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important scene context features (Zhu et al., 2016; Katti et al., 2019). 
Fourth, if foveation is optimal for recognition, then how does the visual 
system know where to foveate before initiating recognition? There is a 
large body of evidence showing that the primate oculomotor system uses 
a saliency map to guide saccades, and that low-level features can be used 
to guide eye movements towards potential objects of interest (Itti & 
Koch, 2001; Akbas & Eckstein, 2017). Whether and how the ventral 
stream visual regions influence the saliency map can be elucidated 
through paired recordings in both regions. 

The finding that human-like peripheral blur yields optimal recogni-
tion in deep networks alone does not constitute proof that human pe-
ripheral blur evolved to optimize recognition. However, it is a 
remarkable coincidence that the exact human peripheral blur profile is 
what ends up being optimal for recognition. It could be argued that 
feature detectors in our brains are qualitatively different from deep 
networks, but there is growing evidence that this is not the case: object 
representations in deep networks have strong parallels to the ventral 
visual stream neural representations (Yamins et al., 2014; Ponce et al., 
2019). Given this, any comparison of brains (both neural and behavioral 
data) and neural networks will benefit from training the computational 
models on appropriately foveated inputs. 

Our conclusion that foveation might have evolved for optimal 
recognition stands in stark contrast to the widely held belief in the 
literature. Previous studies have used foveation as a pre-processing step 
to achieve image compression (Geisler & Perry, 1998) or to create sa-
liency maps to guide eye movements (Itti & Koch, 2001). However no 
previous study has systematically varied peripheral blur profiles to 
examine the impact on recognition. A recent study has shown that 
foveation yields equivalent object detection performance to full- 
resolution images but with significant computational cost savings 
(Akbas & Eckstein, 2017). If foveation is so beneficial for object recog-
nition, then why has this not been noticed previously? In our experi-
ments, we observed consistently better performance for foveated 
images, but this benefit varied with the viewing distance used in the 
foveation calculations. We speculate that these studies may have used 
sub-optimal values of viewing distance, resulting in only marginal 
improvements. 

We have shown that low-spatial frequency features are most infor-
mative for object detection in the image periphery, whereas high-spatial 
frequency features are most informative at the image center. Our results 
are in agreement with past reports that coarse representations play an 
important role in the categorisation of high eccentricity stimuli (Boucart 
et al., 2016) and that coarse global shape can be extracted rapidly and 
used for visual categorisation (Sripati & Olson, 2009; Leek et al., 2016). 
Interestingly, representation of peripheral vision has been reported to be 
stable even when central vision is impaired or lost (Boucart et al., 2010). 
Our results are also concordant with the recent observation that a fovea- 
like sampling lattice evolves after training a deep network for hand-
written digit recognition (Cheung et al., 2017). These findings suggest 
that the evolution of a fovea can be driven by object detectors based on 
simple Gabor-like features as have been observed in the primary visual 
cortex. 

The foveal bias towards high spatial frequency and peripheral bias 
towards coarse representations could play an important role in the 
temporal interactions that have been reported between respective reti-
notopic regions using transcranial stimulation (Chambers et al., 2013) 
and deficits in categorisation of peripherally presented stimuli due to 
temporally delayed presentation of noise at the fovea (Ramezani et al., 
2019). We want to emphasize that our results relate to information 
processing when fixation has already been attained on a target, although 
coarse sampling of peripheral information has been shown to be a 
beneficial contextual signal that can guide exploratory eye movements 
as well (Torralba et al., 2006). 

Our work is also consistent with accounts of spatial attention gating 
where task relevant information is selectively processed according to 
some spatial constraints (Leek et al., 2003; Reppa et al., 2012). However, 

since we are using the ImageNet dataset which is likely to have objects in 
the center of the image, we cannot test the interplay between object- 
based and location-based attentional mechanisms as previously stud-
ied in human behavior (Leek et al., 2003). Just the fact that foveation 
improves object recognition performance points towards limitations in 
off-the-shelf CNNs which can be potentially overcome using biological 
constraints (like we have shown here using foveation). Moreover, in 
future work, networks with these constrains can be probed for atten-
tional gating mechanisms. More generally, we note that the organization 
of the fovea varies widely across animals (Land & Nilsson, 2012). We 
speculate that the fovea and peripheral blur profile in each species may 
be optimized for its high-level visual demands, just as our eyes are 
optimized to ours. 
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